94 ford explorer engine

No big changes were initiated for this model year; the '94 Ford Explorer was offered in the same
trim lines and bodystyles as the previous year. Buyers had a choice among the Sport, XL, XLT,
and Eddie Bauer trims, as well as the luxurious Limited edition, available only as a four-door,
four-wheel drive vehicle other trims came in a choice of two-door and four-door versions, and
offered both 4WD and rear-wheel drive options. Roomy interiors and cargo capacity, as well as
the rugged reliability for off-road adventures, were huge selling points for drivers attracted to
the new sport-utility vehicle market. The Explorer promised reliable, safe family transportation,
as well as the toughness for which Ford's lines of trucks had earned a well-deserved reputation.
The '94 Explorer also offered a decent amount of power under the hood: its horsepower V-6
engine yielded quick acceleration and strong towing power. When it came to gas mileage,
though, the Explorer was less impressive, with estimates ranging from 15 to 18 mpg city, 20 to
22 mpg highway, depending on model. Brett I cant say enough about my 94 XLT Ol' green is
unbelievable Turn the key and drive. At , I had all the filters changed fuel was original and a few
other maintenance items done but you just cant stop her. I did replace the front seats with some
out of a 97 since they were starting to fail and scheduled a new headliner for next week. Other
than that she's like new. I've had 88 cars and I have to say with Ford Quality really is 1. Martz I
have , miles on my 94 XLT with nothing but a minor welsh plug leak left cylinder head. That's it!
I just watch the cooling reservoir and put gas in it. Best vehicle I've ever owned. Keep the fluids
changed and you'll be running it till GuruLFLC8 the transmission crises , it does not move
backwords. First off sorry if this question posts 2x times, I tried to post it earlier but I didnt see
it listed so am trying again. My transmission fluid is leaking into my eng Can 6 cyl. I just picked
up a 94 ford explorer 4. Is it possible to take the transmission out of a Ford Explorer Eddie
Bauer edition and put it in a for Explorer? Average user score. Based on 41 reviews. Ford Got
This One Right. I Love It. It Runs Great. Updated Oct 18, by Anonymous. What's your take on the
Ford Explorer? Report harleygirl55 having problems truck cranks but doesnt start when
touching cylinord bypass wants to crank but again qont sart changed oil,duel and air filtr and
tramission scren, and fluid, help? Report Martz I have , miles on my 94 XLT with nothing but a
minor welsh plug leak left cylinder head. Have you driven a Ford Explorer? Rank This Car. Cars
compared to Ford Explorer. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite
Favorite. Ford Explorer Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale.
Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Ford Explorer to Related Models. Select Year This
explorer randomly quits. And it randomly will not start. The engine turns over, but does not
start. It may not occur for a month or more of routine driving. Thought it was the cam sensor.
Replaced it. Did not fix problem. If I let it sit for awhile an hour or two. It will start. Sounds funny,
but seems to occur more after filling tank with fuel. Have been stranded at the pump more than
a few times. I did alot of thing to fix the problem of my truck randomly not starting. The last
thing I replaced was the Idle air control. So far no problems 2 months later. Car does this at the
most important times,really upsetting. Not sure but, after trying to crank car several times it
starts. Been spending money on diagnostics checks and nothing is reporting being wrong
except for the air intake valve. I got a new one installed and it still does not fix the problem. So
far If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 5 reports
replace idle air control 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this
Explorer problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in
your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint.
Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Try it free for
14 days. View Full Image. Sport Truck Magazine how to. In the early '90s, Ford debuted the
all-new Ford Explorer outfitted with the 4. Needless to say, with millions sold over the years, the
Explorer has gone on to be one of Ford's biggest success stories. The 4. Since it has a
reputation as being reliable and making good torque, it eventually was offered in the Ford
Ranger beginning in the early '90s and was used through the '00 model year. Today's 4. The
bottom line is there are thousands and thousands of these powerplants out there in both
Explorers and Rangers that are getting up there in age and mileage and are do for a makeover.
The good news is that both trucks can be had rather cheaply these days on the used market,
and can be made into a killer sport truck or off-road vehicle with a minimal amount of money.
The biggest complaint, however, as is the case for most trucks owners, is a lack of power. There
are several bolt-on power parts available for the 4. Several manufacturers offer simple
upgrades, such as after-cat exhaust systems and air intakes, while others offer a more
extensive product line for the six-cylinder powerplant. One company, with a long lineage of 4.
One of the company's test mules outfitted with a 4. To illustrate how easy it is to find one of
these trucks and modify it, we found a well-worn '92 Explorer Sport for sale that had apparently
blown a head gasket after an overheating session. Upon further inspection, we found a rather

large crack between the intake and exhaust valve that feeds the number three cylinder. We
started collecting information to figure out what our options were at this point, other than to
stuff a 5. Apparently, these heads are so prone to cracks and warpage, that there are only a few
rebuildable cores available. This problem, coupled with exhaust manifolds that are also prone to
cracks, makes used parts hard to find. For this particular truck, the initial plan was to go with a
handful of popular bolt-ons, such as an upgraded exhaust and intake. The first step was to put
the truck on the dyno for baseline numbers. In stock trim, even with inch all-terrain tires on the
truck, the Explorer managed to make approximately rear-wheel horsepower and lb-ft of torque.
Our list of bolt-ons included a larger mass airflow sensor and air intake from 4. We knew these
three common upgrades would help significantly, but only with a solid motor to start with. Now
faced with bad cylinder heads, we turned to Mahle Motorsports, who is a supplier of new head
castings for the 4. Besides being brand new and ready to build, the cool thing about the Mahle
heads is that they're 4 pounds heavier per head than the originals. Those extra 4 pounds of cast
iron are in all the right places, making the heads virtually bulletproof compared with the
stockers. Of course the hot ticket would have been to do a little porting on the stockers for
some addition flow, but since we were on a budget, the heads remained as they came. With the
new heads in possession, we got back in touch with Dennis Hilliard of 4. He even offered to
have his in-house engine building team, Boss Motorsports, assemble the heads for us. Many
long-time Sport Truck readers might recognize 4. With the cylinder heads ready to bolt on, we
still felt there was one element missing from the power mix - headers - so we turned to JBA for a
set of the company's smog-legal shorty headers. JBA even supplied us with its performance
plug wires to round out the buildup perfectly. Once the motor was complete, the addition of the
power parts was a simple bolt-on affair. Once the Explorer was back on the street, and we put a
few miles on it for the computer to recognize our bolt-on modifications, we motored back to the
tech center for some final numbers. On the dyno, the Explorer registered rear-wheel horsepower
at 4, rpm and lb-ft of torque at approximately 4, rpm. That's a solid increase of 25 rear-wheel
horsepower and 29 lb-ft of torque - and that's with simple bolt-ons. Hilliard told us these are
very repeatable numbers on most 4. Best of all, the increase in power is noticeable in improved
driveability. Off-the-line torque and throttle response are up considerably. If you own an early
model Ranger or Explorer with the 4. Sources Flowmaster Inc. More Photos View Slideshow. By
Rex Easley. Follow Truck Trend Network Facebook. Top 10 Supercharger Articles on
TruckTrend. Truck Trend Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to
receive offers and promotions from Trucktrend Network. Yes â€” I prefer to receive occasional
updates with special offers from carefully selected third party partners of Trucktrend Network.
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go to Four Seasons is a leading automot We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
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Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Coolant Temperature Sensor part. Returns
Policy. Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add
to cart. Part Number: FS Part Number: GPD Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Featured
Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Manufactured from top quality components, this is your
best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an
OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most
affordable brand name for replacement parts th Replacement Coolant Temperature Sensor, Sold
i
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ndividually. Oct 07, F temp sensor. It fits. Haas Colby. Purchased on Sep 17, Jul 21, It fits it
works I think. Abrian Stovall. Purchased on Jul 13, Jul 03, Was great. I needed this part for my
mustang, actually I thought it will lower the idle speed because it was some plug fixed in its
place, anyway nothing changed but i'm happy with this purchase and the service was great and
the part was exactly as described in the website and in good condition Thanks Auto Parts
Warehouse. Purchased on May 14, Helpful Automotive Resources. This means that if the engine
is cold, the resistance and voltage goes up. Alternatively, if the engine is. Consult the
appropriate repair manual or repair database for the exact code definition. Once the engine
cools, the thermal resistance in the ECT increases. As a result, the ECT sensor circuit voltage.
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